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 It's recommended to use a bow for this build because it can be more efficient for the damage than the gun is. NOTE: Using a
weapon that does less than 300 damage over 100 frames (Sonic Arrow, RNG_pistol, etc.) will increase the projectile damage

rate but decrease the projectile life. Useful for people who want a well sustained build that can hunt down any enemy but has an
unstable projectile. This build is one of the most efficient forms of shotokan you can have for a single target attack. A well
sustained build and is comparable to an Emotional Education based build. It can do reasonable damage, but doesn't deal any

extra damage on those it affects due to buffing. Low damage, high projectile speed, hit box deals more damage. However it's
not recommended to use this build if you're going to use a gun that has any kind of backshot/accuracy penalty. Very similar to a
slayer, and deals a lot more damage. Best build for pure burst damage and deals high damage in just a few attacks. Allows for

more damage on weaker enemies. Might even outdamage the advantage build if you were to change a few parts. Allows for a lot
more damage and maximum damage on the shield ability. Very similar to a slayer, but has an added extra power spike. A

balanced build, it has a high rate of fire and deals reasonable damage to it's targets. Best build if you're going to use a gun. A
balanced build, it's still a great build despite the negative aspects. The only gun build that's gonna get you the same amount of
damage as an HP-booster. The only build that has hitbox damage and keeps its accuracy even when the character is moving.

This build is very similar to the earthbound, but deals more damage and has a lot more range to it's hits. One of the most
versatile builds. A great build that can be used as a tank or as a support. A very high rate of fire build that deals a lot of damage
and has a decent knockback. The only build that deals more damage than the.45 and is stronger than the.45. A very high damage

output build. A fast and efficient build that deals reasonable damage and doesn't 82157476af
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